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DEVELOPMENT AND  INTRODUCTION OF NEW MACHINERY IN 

COTTON GROWING 

Uzbekistán is  the leading producer of cotton in the 

Soviet Union and accounts for some 70% of the country's 

cotton output. 

The first available data  on gross cotton production on 

the territory of present-day Uzbekistan dates  back to the 

year  I860 when the  region produced  25tOOO tons  of raw cotton. 

The Maximum crop daring the pre-revolutionary period was  in 

1915-and amounted  to 830,000 tons. Today the Uzbek Republic 

produces well  over 4 million  tons  of unginned cotton per 

annum. 

Pre-revolutionary farming in Uzbekistan was based on 

back-breaking  field work with the hoe and the wooden plough 

as the main implements.Great changes have taken place in 

cotton growing during the years of Soviet  power. Soviet 

cotton growers today have at their disposal hundreds of thou- 

sands of modern tractors,seeders,cultivators and other machines 

and implements »which plough the soil,seed cotton,cultivate 

the plantations and harvest the cotton. The large-scale use 

of machinery has removed the strain out of field work,made 

it  possible to increase cotton output considerably,raise 

labour productivity and reduce production cost. 

In 1910 the territory of what is the Uzbek Republic today 

had  135,000 wooden ploughs and hardly 1,000 metal ploughs. 

The number of tractors (on a   15 H.P. basis)  in Uzbekistan as 

of January 1*1969  is as follows  (minus tractors with mounted 

machinery) ; 

Total nusiber of tractors  in agriculture - 161,400 

• in Clod leg collective farms - 109,136 
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- state farm« - 61,515 

- other state enterprises 
connected with agriculture*- 10,749 

The tremendous progress nade by the Soviet Union in 

developing industry and particularly tractor and farm ma- 

chine building has opened the way to introducing modern 

Machinery in cotton growing on a large scale« 

The machine  fleet of Uzbek agriculture is constantly 

growing. In 1968 alone the collective and state farms of the 

republic received over  10,000 tractors,   1,430 grain harvesters 

and a  big number of other machines.  But it is not  only the 

quantity that is important. Great qualitative changes have 

taken place in Soviet agricultural machinery. The develop- 

ment  of  farm machinery science and the establishment of nu- 

merous  designing centres  in the country have made  it possible 

to create new models and improve existing machines« The Uzbek 

Republic designsand produces all the special machinery it 

requires  for cotton growing. 

The process of developing and introducing new machinery 

into agriculture involves a big number of research and admi- 

nistrative workers,various designing centres.industrial and 

agricultural establishments And right down to the rank and 

file worker. This paper give* an outline of the process of 

developing and introducing new machinery in agriculture« 

* * * 

The basic direction for the development of agriculture 

and the target figures  for raising agricultural production 

ire outlined in "Control figures" compiled by the USSR State 

Planning Commission for a period of 10-15 years. These -Con- 

trol  figures" are examined and approved by the USSR Supreme 
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Soviet and from then on become an obligatory document   for all 

administrativefresearch and production organizations and esta- 

blishments  in  industry and agriculture. 

-The USSR Academy of Sciences and the USSR Agricultural 

Academy work out  "Basic trends  in  research"  covering all 

aspects  of scientific studies  including mechanization and 

electrification of agriculture  for a  certain period and aimed 

at  facilitating   fulfilment  of  the   "Control  figures" 

Specifying   the  "Basic trends   in  research"  the USSR 

Ministry of'Agriculture  instructs   the  leading  research   in- 

stitutes    to outline  long-range  technology and machine  systems 

for all  branches   of agricultural  production and  for all  zones 

of  the Soviet Union. These  recommendations are then discussed 

at zonal and USSR conferences  of  specialists and  front-rank 

workers and approved by the Government. 

The approved "Long-range technology and machine  systems" 

serve's as  the basis  for working  out  plans  of research activi- 

ties and also plans  for the introduction of new machinery in 

agriculture. 

The USSR Ministry of Agriculture draws up a  plan  for 

major  research  in agriculture on the stage by stage basis and 

also a  joint co-ordination  plan  for  research. The Ministry 

also »elect» and appoints  leader  research centres which  take 

up" their assigned problems and  include them into their  research 

plans. TVe Ministry also  selects a  number of other  research 

centre* to operate under the "leader" wxithin the scope of 

the given research problem. 

As  research begins  to produce practical results  th* 

leader institute and  its affiliated organization« draw up 
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plan« for tu« introduction oí these results into industry« 

The plant include new technologic .1 processes,schemes and 

paramètres of new working tools and machines farming and 

live stock breeding requirements,individual models  of machines 

and working tools. On the basis of this plan the USSR Ministry 

of Agriculture jointly with  the USSR Farm Machinery Trust and 

the Ministry for Tractor and Farm Machinery Construction of 

the USSR draw up plans  for experimental and designing work 

for a period of five years. The Ministry for Tractor and 

Farm Machinery Construction then appoints leader and affilia- 

ted designing centres  for developing the designs  of  the new 

models and outlines the schedules of work. 

All these plans are included into the national econany 

o development  plans of the USSR as a whole and of the   Union 

republics individually. 

* * * 

The development of tny farm machine or implement  begins 

at a research institute with the study of the conditions and 

the physical and mechanical properties of the media in which 

it will opérate. For instance*in the case of a soil  tilling 

machine the decisive factors will be the type,composition and 

humidity of the soil ; for harvesters it will be the materials 

or plants which the machines are expected to take  in and pro- 

cess^ for tractors it will  be the agricultural produce,methods 

of loading and unloading and the  road conditions. These studies 

art followed by theoretical elaboration of the expected tech- 

nological process,the principles,type and basic paramètres of 

the future working tools» 

The most promising types and alternatives of working tools 
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which are developed experimentally are theo given over for 

comprehensive studies and testing in laboratories and experi* 

mental  stations  . Special  -stands,ì instruments and  installations 

imitating  field conditions are developed at  the  research es* 

tablishments to study  the paramètres and operating  regimen 

of the experimental working  tools. The working tools of soil 

tilling machines are studied and tested in a  soil  channel» 

which  is a  complicated laboratory  installation with up-to-date 

measuring  instruments  and which  imitates the  ideal  field 

conditions   for the working  tool. The picking unit  and other 

mechanisms  of cotton harvesters are studied on special  installa-, 

tions. Cotton plants  with  open  cotton bolls   (stored  in autumn-) 

are fixed in a guide  bar and delivered through the picking 

unit. 

Other working processes and units are studied similarly 

and wide use is made of modern methods of research — dynamic 

teneometerstslow-atotion fiiraiug,photography,etc. 

Farming methods  laboratory    nd field studies  involve the 

use of  radio-active  isotopes which make it  possible to follow 

the movement of nutritive substances in plants with  the help 

of tagged atoms. The same methods are used when it is necessary 

to study internal processes  in the soil or in machine units. 

Tensometer  instruments are used for measuring the frequency, 

value and sign of tension in inaccessible spots.Slow-mot ion and 

other apecial kinds of photography are used for the study of 

high-speed processes  in machines. 

Digital data obtained as a  result of these studies are 

processed by methods  of mathematical statistics and,in caso of 

necessity with the help of electronic computers. 
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AU th... ..thod, h.lp. »o el„ci<tat. the r.Bul.riti., 
ch.r.et.,i.lf, *. obj,ct of staciesthe raft9e o    chia9iofl 

par...tr.s and th. criteri, for assessing processes. Th, 

research data  i,  then «sed t. develop laboratory and field 

unit, which «„der appropriate conditions are used to obtain 

the opti.«. geometric.l,kin«atical and technological para- 

ître, of the.future achine. This  stage of research,., oth.r. 

before it.involves  the application of moder„ measuring  in.tr«. 

The laboratory and  field unit.although  it may meet  th. 

r.,uir«,,„ts of the  technological operation for which  it  i. 

intended,!, not yet a  n„iShed „ehln,.Jt „„.however,serve- 

as  the ba.i, for developing th« experimental model  of a working' 
machine. 

Th. re.ulu of this work are included in th. plan of 

.xp.rim.ot.1 d.,ia„i„, work at a Special Designing Bureau which 

i. .»tr«.t.d with  the  t...   of de^lopin, th. design of-th. 
experimental model. 

Th. R.,..rch In.m„t.,o» th. ba.i, of it. .tudies.dr.w. 

up T.r.in, re,«ir.«.„t.» «hich ar. h.nd.d down to th. Sp.ci.l 

D..igoi„g B«r.a« and which ar. u..d a,  the ««aHfication cri- 

terion for the given ,.„, Mehine or tr.„.por».tion .y,,.». 

Th. farming require..«», ar. examined .„„ approved by th. 

USSR «Uni.try oí Agriculture.the USSR Farm Machinery Trust 

• tur which they are passed over to the Special Designing B,r,a«, 

and «achin.-te.tin, stations where the new models are tested 

Si,.«n...o«.ly the R.,Mrch Institute hands down to  the design- 

ing bureau the .«h«n, and paramètre,  of the new »,chln, .nd iu 

working tool, and oth.r data  relating to the model. 

*     » 



Ort the basis  of   the data   received  fro« the research  in- 

stitute- and  the   farming   requirements   the  Special Designing  Bu- 

reau works   out   the  engineering  assignment   for   the  design  of 

the  new machine which   is   co-oidinated with   the   research   insti- 

tute,the   locai  ministry  of  agriculture and   farm machinery  trust 

branch  and   is   finally   approve»!   by   the USSR  Ministry   for Tractor 

and  Tarin Machinery Const ruction, the  USSR  Ministry  of Agriculture 

an*!   the  LS.SK  hi rm  Machinery Trust, 

After all   those   preliminaries   the   special   designing  bureau 

develops   the   blueprints  and  produces   the   expei intentai model 

which   is   subjected   to   laboratory  and   field   tests   by   the  design- 

ing   bureau  with   the   participation   of   repi «-sent.iti ves   from  the 

research   institute which  developed   the  pa rametfts,farming   re- 

quirements  and  principles   of the  new model.These  tests  help 

to  clarify  to what   extent   the new model   corresponds   to  the 

farming   requirement^  and  the  engineering  assignment  and  expose 

all   its  design qnd  technological   faults. 

The  results   of   these   internal   tests  are discussed at   the 

joint   engineering  and   scientific   council   of all  the   sides  con- 

cerned.If  the experimental  model   is  approved a  decision   is  taken 

to  carry  on with   its  development. 

The  special  designing  bureau   takes   into consideration 

the  shortcomings   revealed   in  the course  of   internal   tests and 

improves   the deslyn,Severa 1   improved  experimental  macincs  are 

then Manufactured and  given over   for Slate  tests at   the  zonal 

««Chine   testing  stations. 

»   * 

The machine  testing  stations use unified methods   in 

carrying out  laboratory,field and econoevy  tests of   the new 
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•Achile. The station determines the  fa rising,engineering,eco- 

nomia and power indices of the «odel as well as  the durability 

of various  units and of the machine as a whole.The  results of 

these tests are conpared with the  farming requirements and the 

indices of the best  Soviet and  foreign nade models of sinilar 

design. 

The machines are tested  in a production complex with 

other machinery specified for the given zone. In special  cases 

when a very conplica ted machine has  been develdped an inter- 

departmental commission is set up to supervise State tests 

«ad reach a decision. The vachine testing station and the 

interdepartmental commission are responsible for letting out 

the new nodel  into quantity production and they have the right 

to return  it to the designing bureau  for elimination of faults 

and demand  repeated  state tests. 

* * * ,, 

If the machine testing station and the interdepartmental 

commission approve the machine the USSR Ministry for Tractor 

and Farm Machine Building entrust one of the plants under its 

command to manufacture an experimental  consignment  of machines 

These machines are then taken up by a  number of farms for 

full-scale testing in operationa-1 conditions in various soil 

and clima tica 1  iones. These    tests are conducted under the 

supervision of representatives fron the machine testing su* 

tion,the special designing bureau,the research institut« and 

the manufacturer. The results of these full-scale tests are 

sunna ris ed and serva as the basis for substantiating quantity 

production of the new nodal. 

The final decision on «bother to take up the machine far 
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quantity production or not  is taken at a joint scientific and 

engineering  council  of the I'SSR Ministry of Agriculture,the 

USSR Farm Machinery Trust and  the USSR Ministry  for Tractor 

and Farm Machine Building with  the  participation of  repre- 

sentatives   from  the  research   institutes .special designing 

bureaus and  forms where the  experimental models were  tested. 

If the council adopts a decision to take up the machine for 

quantity production the model  is  then included into the na- 

tional economy  plan for the industrial  production of new mo- 

dels.. 

* *  + 

The special designing bureau  takes into consideration 

all the remarks made in the course of  full-scale tests of the 

«achine and the decision of  the  scientific and engineering 

council  on its  quantity production and hands down to the plant 

which  is to take the model for quantity production all  the 

blueprints and other data necessary  for launching production. 

In its  turn the plant works out the production technology , 

the necessary  instruments,accessories,etc, and launches quan- 

tity production of the machine. 

During the initial stage of production the special de- 

signing bureau maintains close contacts with  the plant and 

•ikes all the necessary corrections  in the design. The plant 

in Its torn constantly improves technology of production and 

the machine design with a view on reducing costs and simplify- 

ing manufacture as as to increase output with minimum expendi- 

ture. 

-    * • * 

>r of experimental machines released by the plani 
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are given over  to  various  research  establishments  which  study 

machine paramètres and  farming  requirements as well  as machine 

operation and durability.  Some of  the machines are given  over 

to model  farms  located  in different   soil  and climatical   zones 

where they are  tested  to  see whether  they   fit  into  the machine 

series accepted   for  the given zone  of   farming. 

Simultaneously with  detailed  tests,these  research  orga- 

nizations  determine  rational methods   of utilizing  the new 

mochinery.output  norms.fuel and lubricants  expenditure^in- 

tenance costs and  other  norms. The   indices  of  the  new models 

are specified and  compared with  existing machines. 

This  data   is  given  over to the agricultural administra- 

tion together with  the  first  big  consignments  of machines. 

After the new model  has  been taken up for  quantity  pro- 

duction.one machine a year is given over  to various  zonal 

machine testing   stations  for control   tests  and comparison with 

the  standard model  which   is deposited with  the machine  testing 

station  responsible  for  the state  tests  and approval   of  the 

model  for quantity production. 

The  research  institutes concerned with the new model 

continue studies  of  the machmefwork  out maintenance  rules, 

repair methods and  introduce various  improvements  in the design. 

They also work  on problems  of restoration of parts and units 

and estimate the depreciation period. 

If more efficient machinery is  developed the  research 

institute makes  recommendations  to replace  the lodel and 

remove it  from industrial production. This  helps to provide 

Soviet agriculture with all  the necessary machines   for the 

integrated mechanization of  farming  (including cotton growing).   V 
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